A distributional representation of the moment functional of the general Pollaczek polynomials is established. This representation holds for a wider range of parameters than the representation by a positive measure.
A regular moment functional (Chihara [7] , Chap I) is a complex linear map L: of the space of complex polynomials into the field of complex numbers for which there is a system { P,(x) n >_ O} f (Pn(x) .Pm(x) An6mn, m,n >_ 0 (1.5)
Observe that A,, # 0, n _> 0. The system {P,,(x)} is uniquely determined by f, and because of (1.5), it is called the monic orthogonal system of f. Conversely (Chihara [7] , Chap. I), if {Pn(x)} is determined by a recurrence relation (1.1) satisfying (1.2), and if : is defined through (1.3) and linear extension, Z: is regular and {Pn(z)}is its monic orthogonal polynomial system. The functional 2 is called the moment functional of P,(z)}. If the recurrence relation (1.1) is bounded, i.e., if there is a constant M > 0 such that M M IB,-,I _< ---, IC,.,+, I_ < n _> O, (1.6) and if (1-2) holds, the continued fraction (Wall [16] , Chap 
(1.15) a representation of by distributions supported by the real line.
The above argument provides an alternative approach to that of Krall [9] and Morton d Krall [10] to establish distributional representations of regular functionals, and can be applied to systems, such as the Pollaczek polynomials, that fall outside the scope of Krall [9] and Morton and Krall [10] .
The aim of this paper is in fact to establish such a representation for the moment functional of the general Pollaczek polynomials (Section 2). To this purpose we recall some properties of the funtional q(x) defined by (1.11). We follow Belmehdi [3] , where the history of this subject is briefly reviewed. We restrict ourselves to the case of q(x) a(x-a0)(x-aa), and sume that is regular with monic orthogonal system {Pn(x)} determined by (1.1 (2.1) X+a+n 4(A+o+n)(A+a+n+l)" For appropriate values of the parameters A, a, b (see Charris and Ismail [5] ), the continued fracti(,n limit function X(z) of these polynomials may have an infinite number of poles. This rather exotic property makes it dicult to study the speciral measure or distributional representations of their moment functional. The Pollaczek polynomials were introduced by F. Pollaczek [11] [12] [13] . See also Szeg5 [15] . Singular cases of the Pollaczek polynomials are studied in Charris and Isnail [5] . Special cases of the pollaczek polynomials are useful in the description of certain physical phenomena (Bank and Ismail [2] ).
We will assume a, b to be fixed throughout most arguments. So, we will only emphasize the parameter A, and write P(x)instead P(x; a, b). We will assume hereafter that 2 and A 4a are not integers _< 0.
(2.2) This guaranties that (1.2) holds. Observe that (1.9) demands in addition that A, a, b should be real numbers and that 1 A>0and+a>0, or, -<<0and0<A+a+l<l (2.3)
The continued fraction limit function X.(z) of {P(x)} is (see Charris and Ismail with (z -1) 1/2 denoting the branch of the square root of z 1 in C that behaves as z when Clearly Mx < +oe, and it can be shown (see Charris and Ismail [5] ) that (z 2-1) and thus a, , A, B are analytic functions on C [-1, 1], with branch discontinuities on [-1, 1]. Alsoa+= 2z, a= 1, a-= 2(z-1) }, A+B = The set Zx can be empty, finite or infinite countable with no limit points in C-[-1, 1], according to the relative values of A, a, b. If A, a, b are real numbers and (2.3) holds, E is positive and we have the representation (see Charris and Ismail is the positive measure representing .E xplicit formulae for Res(X, ) can be found in Charris and Ismail [5] . We mention that provided (2.2) holds, ((p:(z)))=
(2).,! n _> 0, (2.14) ( + a).( +. + ).
as follows from (1.4) and (2.1).Here, (a),, defined by (a)0 1, (a), a and (a), a(a + 1)...a(a + n-1) if n _> 2, is the Pochhammer symbol. We also mention that Euler's transformation (Rainville [14] , p.60) applied to (2.4) yields X'(z)-'--2(A+a)--(1-2)2"x-'2F(B,x -B , 2 A ' +BaI2 )1 PROOF. From (1.1) and (2.1) it follows that P(x) is a polynomial whose coefficients are rational functions of A. Let r (ao(A)+ ha(A)) and a (aa(A)do(A)), so that do(A) -+ a, c(A) ra. Clearly r is a rational function of A. If a 0, i.e., if a0 a, A,(A) obviously is a rational function of a. If a = 0, let /,(a) A,(-+ a). Then /,(-a) -fi,,(a), so that ,(a) a,(a), where h,(x)is a polynomial whose coefficients are rational functions of A. Thus A,(A)/A0(A) is, in any case, a rational function of A. Since also the right hand side of (2.20) is a rational function of A, the uniqueness principle of analytic continuation shows that (2.20) holds for all A not in Z.[] COROLLARY 2. For A Z, A(A) 0 for all n >_ 0. Hence, Hx qx(z)x is a regular moment functional for A Z.
Let/)(), (A) be the coefficients in the recurrence relation of the monic orthogonal system {Q(x)} of/4, @ Z. From Lemma 2, b ,+,(A) (n + 1)(n + 2A + 2) /),(A) -), + a + n + 1' 4( + a + n + 1)(A + a + n + 2)
(2.21) for all n _> 0, provided A, a, b are real numbers and A > 0, A + a > 0. Since also D,(A)/A0(A) is a rational function of A, (2.21) holds for all A Z. Thus QX(z) p_X+l(x), and LEMMA4. ForAgZ, /4A =LA+I. REMARK 4. If m 0 in (2.22), then T1 vanishes and T reduces to #),. A basic idea of our approach has been to let the possibly infinite masses of ,x be absorbed by #),+,. Then we can quote Charris and Ismail [5] for a closer exam of them.
REMARK 5. Now we observe that in spite of the apparent freedom of choice of m in Theorems 1 and 2, the distributional representation of/2 is unique, as far as only distributions with compact support are taken into account. This follows from general results in the theory of representations of distributions on the real line by analytic functions on 12-IR (Bremermann [4] , Chap. 5). In fact, if T is a distribution with compact support K on IR, the Cauchy-Stieljes transform of T, z ( in an analytic function off K, and if K C_ (-M, M) and ]z] > 2M, from the uniform convergence of E on (-M, M)it follows that r--0
